
New Concussion Baseline Testing
AHN Sports Medicine has teamed up with SWAY Medical to complete our concussion baseline testing.

What is SWAY?

● FDA cleared concussion testing directly from their free Apple or Android app on your own device.
● Fully objective testing that takes 15 - 20 minutes to complete.
● Sway provides the most accurate and validated mobile software for measuring postural stability all from

a mobile device.
● It allows the ATC to accurately assess cognitive function with quick and easy tests of visual processing,

reaction time, and memory recall.

These patented tests provided by SWAY (mobile balance testing, reaction time testing and three different
cognitive assessments) all aid in the decision for return to play measures, individualized for each athlete.

When does my child need to get their baseline?

● Testing is every 2 years for those students entering Grades 7, 9, and 11
● Sports that require testing include:

o FALL - FOOTBALL, SOCCER, GIRLS VOLLEYBALL, CHEER
o WINTER - BASKETBALL, WRESTLING, DIVING
o SPRING - BASEBALL, SOFTBALL, BOYS VOLLEYBALL, LACROSSE [GRADES 9-12

only]
● Testing is before your athlete’s respective season (first sport of the year).

o If they participate in multiple sports, once they complete it once, they do not have to do it again
for the other athletic teams until they reach the next recommended baseline year.

How can I schedule a baseline?

● A mass message about online scheduling will be sent, from within Healthy Roster, by May 27th. Your
coaches will also be sending out info on online scheduling as well.  Please keep an eye out for both.

Questions

Hannah Zugec hannah.zugec@ahn.org or from within the messaging feature of Healthy Roster

Eric Cardwell eric.cardwell@ahn.org or from within the messaging feature of Healthy Roster

To schedule an appointment, please go to:          
              nhsports.youcanbook.me
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